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Abstract 

 

Although translation across Semitic-Germanic languages is possible, it is rather 

difficult especially when it comes to long sentences. 

The present research work aims at investigating whether Algerian students of 

English who already have a background knowledge of translation, are able to translate long 

sentences from Arabic into English or not. To achieve that, the types used and the mistakes 

made by the informants in their translations of the sample sentences have been analyzed to 

check their ability of translating this particular type of sentences appropriately. 

Because this study deals with translation; theories and types of translation, sentence 

structures, and types of texts are aspects which have been introduced to this research work 

to stand as a theoretical support for the analysis of the subjects ‘data. 
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Transcription Symbols Table 

The following transcription system has been used when representing Arabic script 

in the dissertation. The scheme is as in Saad (1982: 4). 

Arabic sounds               Transcription                Arabic sounds                 Transcription 

Consonants 

 ء

 ب

 ت

 ث

 ج

 ح

 خ

 د

 ذ

 ر

 ز

 س

 ش

 ص

 

? 

b 

t 

th 

j 

h 

x 

d 

dh 

r 

z 

s 

sh 

s 

 ض

 ط

 ظ

 ع

 غ

 ف

 ق

 ك

 ل

 م

 ن

 هـ

 و

 ي

d 

t 

z 

c 

gh 

f 

q 

k 

l 

m 

n 

h 

w 

y 

 

Vowels 

 َ

 ُ

 َ

a 

u 

i 

 ا

 و

 ي

 

ā 

ū 

ī 

Note : 

-The definite article will always be transcribed as /al-/ in spite of the fact that it has a 

hamza /?/ in the Arabic system of writing. 

-We doubled the letter in case there is a shadda )  ّ   (  in Arabic. 
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Introduction 

 

1. Statement of the Problem 

Arabic and English are two quite different languages with different systems and 

structures. This difference may be problematic for students to translate across these two 

languages. The present study is mainly concerned with the difficulties of converting texts 

containing long sentences from Arabic into English. Despite the fact that third year 

students of English have got some theoretical background knowledge on translation from 

Arabic into English, they still find it hard to translate long sentences in Arabic-English 

translation.  

2. Questions of Research   

This research will be an attempt to answer the following questions:  

1) How can students of English overcome the problem of converting long sentences in 

Arabic into English? 

2) What theory do they have to apply to maintain the basic meaning and the style of the 

target language?  

3. Aims of the Study   

The main objective of the study is to shed some light on the students‟ ability to 

translate log sentences from Arabic into English. The study will be carried out on the basis 

of the following points:  

- Students translate long sentences as a block, or split them into short sentences and give 

each of its units dictionary equivalents. 

- Students‟ ability to select the suitable type of translating such a type of sentences. 
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4. Hypothesis  

In view of the differences between languages in their systems and structures, we 

hypothesize that eventhough students already received a particular theoretical knowledge 

on strategies and types of translation; they are still unable to render long Arabic sentences 

into English correctly and accurately.   

5. Methodology of Research 

This study is based on testing. The testees are twenty five 3
rd

 year students from the 

department of English. They have been chosen on the basis of the theoretical and practical 

knowledge they have had about translation. The subjects who participated in this study 

were asked to translate fourteen long sentences from Arabic into English. These sentences 

chosen are of different subjects and average difficulty. 

6. Structure of the Study 

The study consists of two chapters: 

Chapter one is devoted to the theory of translation where definitions of translation and 

types of translation are reviewed. Since this study is concerned with translation from 

Arabic into English, further discussions on language types and structures of Arabic and 

English are provided.  

Chapter two is devoted to the analysis of students‟ translations and the interpretations of 

the results obtained. 

A general conclusion follows to end the dissertation. 
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Chapter One 

Translation and Language Structures 

 

Introduction 

In this chapter we attempt to draw together the threads of what have been said so 

far from different perspectives on some aspects of the theory of translation. In addition, 

some principles of translation from Arabic into English will be introduced. This chapter 

will be a brief reference to certain basic theoretical competence of translation. Definitions 

and theories of different types of translation will be tackled. The types of texts of Source 

and Target languages, the types of languages, a brief account on the structures of the 

Arabic and the English languages will also be considered. Finally, we shall go through the 

most problematic issue investigated throughout this dissertation. It is the translation of long 

sentences from Arabic into English.   

I.1. Translation: Definitions and Theories 

I.1.1 Translation Definitions 

Many definitions are introduced by scholars to the term translation, considering 

various concepts. Ghazala (2002: 1), for example, write:  

As a subject, translation is generally used to refer to all the 

processes and methods used to convey the meaning of the 

source of the source language into the target language, by 

means of using: (1) words which already have an equivalent 

in the Arabic language; for example, speak )ٍُ(2) ;)٠زى new 

words for which no ready-made equivalent was available in 

Arabic before; for example, satellite ()ٟلّش اصؽٕبػ ; (3) 
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foreign words written in Arabic letters; for example, 

aspirin)ٓأعجش٠(; and (4) foreign words changed to suit Arabic 

pronunciation, spelling and grammar; for example, 

democracy)اٌذ٠ّمشاؼ١خ(. 

Sager (1994), on the other hand, stresses the importance of adapting a kind of 

equivalence between SL and TL in defining translation, whereas others focus on the 

importance of preserving the effect of the original text, such as Nida and Taber 

(1969/1982: 12) who define it as “translating consists in reproducing in the receptor 

language the closest natural equivalent of the source language message; first in terms of 

meaning and second in terms of style”. 

Although these definitions of the term translation are valid, Catford‟s definition 

seems to be the most workable one. He defines it as “the replacement of textual material in 

one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another language (TL)” (Catford, 

1965:20). This definition highlights two concepts “textual equivalent” and “textual 

material.” That is, replacing a SL textual material by its TL equivalent textual material and 

not the entire text (Ibid).  

I.1.2 Theories of Translation 

As languages live in this universe, so does translation. According to Holmes 

(1988e: 73), a theory of translation is “a full, inclusive theory accommodating so many 

elements that it can serve to explain and predict all phenomena falling within the terrain of 

translating and translation, to the exclusion of all the phenomena falling outside it.” 

Depending on this complete description of the term translation theories, scholars tackle 

them from different perspectives. Aziz and Lataiwish (2000), for example, divide 
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translation theories into: Literary theories of translation, and linguistic theories of 

translation. 

 In literary theories of translation, translation is considered and viewed as a 

paramount activity for comparative study of literature. Theories of such kind seek a more 

subjective basis for translation studies. 

In linguistic theories of translation, on the other hand, scholars use linguistic 

theories and exploit basic linguistic categories in investigating problems of translation. 

Such theories are characterized by being more objective.  

Shuttlworth and Cowie (1997) tackle translation theories from a different 

perspective. They deal with Holmes‟ division of translation theories in two branches: 

general and partial. The first refers to such theories that include different elements in 

explaining all phenomena found in the area of translation, while excluding what is outside 

it. According to them, such a theory will usefully be highly complex and highly 

formalized. The second, however, refers to theories that deal with a limited number of 

phenomena found within the discipline of translation studies. These theories, therefore, 

may be put together to form a general theory translation. 

I.2. Types of Translation 

Different types of translation are introduced by scholars.  Actually, we shall discuss 

the most frequently used types such as Jakobson‟s three types of translation: interlingual, 

intralingual, intersemiotic translation. Full vs. partial translations, total and restricted 

translations; and free and literal translations will also be examined. 
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I.2.1 Jakobson’s Types of Translation 

Any linguistic sign may be translated into an alternative sign in which it is more 

fully developed. I n his article “On Linguistic Aspects of Translation”, Jakobson 

(1959/1966) makes a distinction between three types of translation which he labels as:  

1- Intralingual translation or rewording is an interpretation of verbal signs by means of 

other signs of the same language. 

2- Interlingual translation or translation proper is an interpretation of verbal signs by means 

of some other language.  

3- Intersemiotic translation or transmutation is an interpretation of verbal signs by means 

of signs of non-verbal sign systems. 

According to Shuttlworth and Cowie (1997), intralingual translation depends on 

using approximate synonyms or context that necessitates rewording the message in the 

language of the original. As an example, it may be necessary to simplify the technical 

linguistic signs of a particular text to a non-specialist reader, as it may take place in order 

to reword or simplify texts that belong to Shakespeare‟s language (old English), for 

example, using modern English terms. The intralingual type of translation, however, can 

form some difficulty to the translator due to the distance in time and place even synonymy 

between the two stages of language. That is, the amount of information in the original text 

message may be affected during the reformulation process. 

Simmilarly, in interlingual type of translation, there is no full equivalence between 

the units of different codes. According to Shuttlworth and Cowie (1997), this problem of 
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equivalence makes Jakobson views translation from one language into another as a kind of 

reported speech. In other words, since no full equivalence is possible, messages can be 

considered as adequate interpretations of foreign messages. For Jakobson (1959/1966: 

233), “the translator recodes and transmits a message received from another 

source.”Moreover, Gorlée (1994) claims that the main concern of this type of translation is 

to break-up and dislocate familiar sign-structures in a language and rearrange them 

meaningfully in the new language. Hence, interlingual translation makes languages meet, 

interact and interconnect resulting in new contextual structures in addition to exhibiting the 

simmilarities and differences across language systems (Shuttlworth & Cowie, 1997). 

The third type of translation is intersemiotic translation. According to Shuttlworth 

and Cowie (1997), the definition provided by Jakobson does not refer to the standard 

meaning of translation but transmutation of a verbal amount of information of a message 

into another means of expression. Despite the fact that this type of translation raises loss of 

information when translating, it does have the advantage of widening the context of 

translation, in terms of comparing it with alternative processes. Furthermore, it enables the 

generalization of the way in which signs are altered into other signs. 

Another classification of translation types is introduced by Catford (1965). He 

distinguishes four types of translation: full, partial, total, and restricted. 
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I.2.2 Full vs. Partial Translation  

The distinction made by Catford between full and partial translations is in terms of 

extent. 

In full translation, the entire text of SL is rendered into the TL text material. Or 

“every part of the SL text is replaced by TL text material” (Ibid). Hence, no elements of SL 

text will be included in the TL text. 

In partial translation, on the other hand, parts of the text are left untranslated 

(usually lexical items). In this case, the term “untranslated” is in a sense true. This type is 

frequently used in literary translation with lexical items either to exhibit the 

untranslatability of such items or to include the flavour of SLT into the TL one. 

I.2.3 Total vs. Restricted Translation 

The distinction made between total and restricted translations is based on the levels 

of language used in translation. 

Total translation is what is generally meant by common use of translation. Yet, 

formally, it is defined as” replacement of SL grammar and lexis by equivalent TL grammar 

and lexis with consequential replacement of SL phonology / graphology by (non-

equivalent) TL phonology / graphology”(Catford, 1965: 22). Hence, though language is 

composed of four levels, only grammar and lexis are translated into their equivalents in 

TLT. Exceptions may occur in film “dubbing” and poetry translation where phonology and 

graphology are translated into partial equivalents in the TL. 
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Restricted translation, on the other hand, is defined as “replacement of SL textual 

material by equivalent TL textual material, at only one level” (Ibid). This type of 

translation stresses the performance translation only at one level of the four linguistic 

levels: phonological, graphological, grammatical, and lexical. Consequently, restricted 

translation at one of these levels is defined respectively as “the SL phonology of a text is 

replaced by equivalent TL phonology” (Ibid); i.e. lexis and grammar are left untranslated. 

“SL graphology is replaced by equivalent TL graphology, with no other replacements” 

(Ibid). For instance, letters in language A can be replaced by letters in language B, not that 

have the nearest sounds but that relatively resemble them in appearance. “The SL grammar 

of a text is replaced by equivalent TL grammar, but with no replacement of lexis” (Ibid). 

As an example, grammatical translation of the English sentence: This is the man I saw is 

converted into French as Voici le man que j’ai see-é results in rendering grammatical items 

but not lexical ones -man and see- (Ibid). Also, “the SL lexis of a text is replaced by 

equivalent TL lexis, but with no replacement of grammar” (Ibid). If the previous example 

is rendered lexically, we will have: This is the man I saw; This is the homme I voi-ed. That 

is, lexical items are replaced by their equivalents but not grammatical ones (Ibid). 

 I.2.4 Literal vs. Free Translation 

I.2.4.1 Literal Translation 

Linguistically speaking literal translation can be defined as a translation “made on a 

level lower that is sufficient to convey the content unchanged while observing TL norms” 

(Barkhodarov, 1969: 10). Actually, this type of translation is variously understood and 

applied. In his model, Ghazala (2002) summarizes the different understandings and 
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applications. It can be understood as: literal translation of words, one-to-one literal 

translation, or literal translation of meaning. 

In literal translation of words or word-for-word translation, each English word is 

rendered into its equivalent Arabic word. For instance:  

        a- That child is intelligent 

                                 رو١بران اٌؽفً    instead of                               روٟ     ٠ىْٛ    اٌؽفً    ران         

        b- He is living from hand to mouth 

instead of                 فُ    إٌٝ    ٠ذ   ِٓ    ػبئشب   ٠ىْٛ   ٘ٛ                                        ٠ؼ١ش ػٍٝ اٌىفبف 

       c- Please, stay with me on the campus 

ِؼٟ  اثك  ِٓ  فعٍه              اٌحشَ   اٌجبِؼٟ  ػٍٝ      instead of       ٟفعٍه اثك ِؼٟ ػٍٝ اٌحشَ اٌجبِؼ ِٓ 

The focal interest of this type is finding an equivalent of the SL word in the TL regardless 

of differences of grammar, word-order, context and specific uses. In other words, the TL 

should be a mirror of the SL (Ghazala, 2002). 

This understanding of literal translation cannot be considered as a suitable vehicle 

to our works since it cause destroyance of meaning viewing it as the product of words 

only. Furthermore, it ignores the different word order (s) of the two languages, in addition 

to disregarding the context of words in language (Ibid). 

In one-to-one literal translation, on the other hand, each item of SL is translated 

into an item of the same category in the TL. In other words, a verb is translated into a verb, 
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a noun into a noun, an adjective into an adjective, an idiom into an idiom, a proverb into a 

proverb. For instance: 

a- He is a young man. He is kind-hearted                     )٠ىْٛ شبثب. ٘ٛ ٠ىْٛ ؼ١ت اٌمٍت ٛ٘(  

                                                                                     instead of      (شبة ؼ١ت اٌمٍت ٛ٘)                                                                       

b- My neighbours are good         ) ْٛج١شأٟ ؼ١ج(          instead of    )ٓج١شأٟ ٠ىْٛٔٛ ؼ١ج١(

            c- This mission is a can of worms                  )٘ذٖ اٌّّٙخ رىْٛ ػزجخ ِصبئت(                      

                                                                         instead of   )٘ذٖ اٌّّٙخ ِشىٍخ ػ٠ٛصخ/ ثبٌغخ اٌصؼٛثخ(

                                                                                                                  (Ghazala, 2002: 8) 

This type can be more acceptable than word-for-word translation. But, sometimes it 

is not so, due to its ignorance of the TL grammar and words. Additionally, it insists on the 

type and the number of words of SL. This may lead to a non-existing type in the TL. For 

instance, the English collocation shake hands does not exist in Arabic /yusāfihu bi al-

 ?aydī/ )ٞ٠صبفح ثبأل٠ذ( ; we have only /al-musāfaha/(اٌّصبفحخ). 

Literal translation of meaning or direct translation is a type of translation in which 

the TL grammar word order, metaphorical and special uses of language, in addition to 

context are taken into account.  In other words, the meaning is to be as close, precise and 

complete as the SL one. It is a kind of full translation of meaning. Furthermore, literal 

meaning, when adapting this type of literal translation, is the meaning of combinations of 

words in context, not that of single decontextual words and, therefore, is considered as the 

best type of literal translation. Examples of such type are given by Ghazala (2002: 10-11): 

a- “To turn a company”                                                                 )٠ذ٠ش ششوخ( 
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b- “In the long run”                                                                   )ػٍٝ اٌّذٜ اٌجؼ١ذ( 

c- “To run short of money”                                                                 )ٌٗ٠ٕفز ِب( 

d- “The runs”                                                                                          )إعٙبي( 

e- To run through                                                          )َ٠زصفح/ ٠ّش ِشٚس اٌىشا( 

The word run does not have only one literal meaning/yajrī/ )ٞ٠جش(, because in each 

of these examples, its literal meaning goes with the context in which it occurs. In example 

(a), run does not mean /yajrī/ )ٞ٠جش( but/yudīru/ )٠ذ٠ش( according to its context. It would be 

wrong to be translated as/yajrī ?aw yarkudu sharikatan/ )٠جشٞ أٚ ٠شوط ششوخ(. Hence, literal 

meaning can be both metaphorical and non-metaphorical as illustrated by figure 1 

(Ghazala, 2002: 12):  

                                                     Literal meaning 

   Metaphorical use                                                               Non-metaphorical use 

       Figure 1: metaphorical and non-metaphorical use of literal meaning 

            Free translation, on the other hand, takes other different characteristics. 

I.2.4.2 Free Translation 

In linguistic terms, free translation can be defined as a translation “made on a level 

higher than is necessary to convey the content unchanged while observing TL norms” 

(Barkhudarov, 1969: 11).According to Shuttlworth and Cowie (1997), it is a type of 

translation in which the translator pays more attention to producing a natural reading TT 
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rather than preserving ST wording intact. This type of translation gives the translator 

enough freedom to translate something the way he understands it, regardless of the text and 

context, and even the available meaning of words and phrases (Ghazla, 2002: 13-14). It 

may be classified into two sub-types: bound and loose. 

I.2.4.2.1 Bound Free Translation 

Translation in this type is based on the context. In other words, the translator 

renders something as he understands it from the context it occurs in. Examples of such type 

are: 

1- He got nothing at the end                                           ))ػبد ٠خفٟ ح١ٕٓ )خبٌٟ اٌٛفبض( 

2- Swearing is a bad habit                                                              )عجبة اٌّغٍُ فغٛق( 

3- She had a new baby                                                               )سصلٙب اهلل ثٌّٛٛد جذ٠ذ( 

4- Are you lying to me?                                                             )أرفزشٞ ػٍٝ اهلل وزثب؟( 

What commonly characterizes these examples is the formality of the Arabic 

versions. Additionally, in translating these examples, different verses are used to have the 

exact meaning: The Holy Coran in 4, Sunnah (the prophet‟s tradition) in 2, popular 

religious expressions in 3, and proverbs in 1. 

I.2.4.2.2 Loose Free Translation  

In this type, some TT versions do not have a direct relation with the original. That 

is, the interpretations and implications are left to readers to conclude according to the 

society, religion and culture they descend from. Examples:  
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1- No bacon with my breakfast, please                           ِغٍُ(            )أٔب                      

            2- Honesty is the best policy         )أٔذ خٕذ األِبٔخ(                                                         

3- You should buy a lock for your car            )َٚعشلخ اٌغ١بساد ِٕزششح ٘زٖ األ٠بَ/األِبْ ِؼذ( 

4- Have you got classic records?        فٓ ٘زٖ األ٠بَ ِٕحػ(                 )عحمب ٌٍّٛع١مٝ اٌحذ٠ثخ /

     

A glance at these examples makes it apparent that the TT versions (Arabic) provide 

indirect, pragmatic versions, in which the reader is the one supposed to conclude the exact 

implied meanings. In 1, for instance, no bacon indicates that the speaker is “Muslim” since 

Islam forbids eating pig‟s meat but not Christianity. Therefore, /?anā muslimun/ “ٍُأٔب ِغ” – 

I am a Muslim means, by definition, without bacon. Example 2 shows an indirect comment 

on a direct act by the hearer. Thus, /?anta khunta al-?amāna/ “أٔذ خٕذ األِبٔخ” means 

dishonesty. In the third example, the widespread car theft is implied. Finally, in 4 it is 

understood that the speaker gets bored of modern music, and is much interested in classic 

music. 

Having discussed the different types of translation introduced by scholars, it is 

agreed that the third type of literal translation; i.e. literal translation of meaning, is the most 

suitable method that should be followed owing to its directness (Ghazala, 2002). 

I.3. Text Typology in Translation 

Since translation is the replacement of a text by another in two different languages, 

the type of this text certainly influences the way in which it is translated (Catford, 1965). 

Depending, on the purpose of translation, Reiss (1977/1989) introduces three main types of 

texts that may stand as guidelines for translators: informative, expressive, and operative 

texts. 
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I.3.1 Informative Texts 

In informative texts, the basic aim of the translation is to convey the information to 

the receiver. That is, priority is given to the content of the text than turning to the aesthetic 

form or the style of expressing it (Catford, 1965). “Plain communication facts” (Munday, 

2001) such as: business letters, official documents and academic articles can be examples 

which represent this text type. 

I.3.2 Expressive Texts 

Expressive texts, on the other hand, is a term used by Reiss to refer to the type of 

texts in which the author “exploits the expressive and associative possibilities of the 

language in order to communicate his thoughts in an artistic, creative way” (Ibid, 

1977/1989: 109).in other words, the elementary aim of the translation in expressive texts is 

to stress the aesthetic form of language, as well as the aesthetic effect on the reader or 

hearer. According to Munday (2001), the author of such a type of texts uses the aesthetic 

dimension of the language to express his thoughts and opinions. Instances that belong to 

the expressive, or as Catford termed it, “creative” texts include: literary essays, novels, 

plays, and poetry. 

I.3.3 Operative Texts 

Reiss‟s third type of texts is labeled: operative. The translator‟s main aim is to 

produce a TT as persuasive as ST. This means that the effect of the SLT on the reader or 

the hearer should be the same as the TLT. Texts of such a type include messages that 

persuade the receiver to act in a particular way. In other words, “including behavioural 

responses” (Munday, 2001: 224) such as buying a specific product or voting for a 
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particular political party would be good examples of the persuasion force on the receiver. 

Hence, in such texts “both content and form are subordinated to the extralinguistic effect 

which the text is designed to achieve” (Nord, 1996: 83). 

If knowing the type of the text plays a paramount role in the process of translation, 

it seems more important to recognize the types of language which the two parts of 

translation, TL and SL, descend from.   

I.4. Language Types 

Languages may show lexical, syntactic, and phonological differentiation. Yet, 

differentiation in the grammars of languages of the world plays a big role in defining 

human language. In grammar, particularly in morphology, languages seem to be grouped 

into three main types: isolating, agglutinating, and inflecting. 

I.4.1 Isolating Languages 

In isolating languages, single morphemes constitute the word (Schendl, 2001). The 

isolating character of languages is highly typified by Chinese, which lacks derivational and 

inflectional processes. In other words, such sort of languages does not inflect verbs for 

person, number, tense, or nouns for number. Compared to these characteristics, the English 

language is considered as partially isolating since a considerable number of morphemes 

can equal one word such as: the, can, red, call …etc. Furthermore, the uninflected 

morpheme will that expresses the future tense certainly exhibits the isolating character of 

the English language (Frmkin & Rodman, 1978).  
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I.4.2 Agglutinating Languages 

In agglutinating languages, more than one separable morpheme, which maintains a 

single distinct meaning, constitute words (Ibid, 2001). In other words, in these languages 

words are built up from sequences of units, each of which expresses a particular 

grammatical function (Ager, 1997). This type stresses the overuse of affixes in the 

formation of new words. Turkish and Swahili are highly agglutinating languages; the 

former mostly by prefixing, the latter mostly by suffixing. The agglutinating character of 

the Turkish language is illustrated by the following examples; the equivalent of tooth and 

house in Turkish are dis and ev respectively:  

dis “tooth”                        disim “my tooth”                        disimde “in my tooth” 

ev “house”                        evim “my tooth”                          evimde “in my house” 

                                                                                 (Fromkin & Rodman, 1978: 336) 

These examples show that the prefixes im and de can be attached to most of the words to 

mean my and in respectively. Similarly, a whole sentence, in Turkish, can be a” 

polymorphemic word”. That is, a stem plus a number of suffixes. For example:  

                                   Kir + il + ma + di + lar + mi     (kirilmadilarmi) 

                                   Were they not broken? 

That is:  

          Kir = “break”                break 
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          il = “passive voice”   to be broken 

          ma = “negative”            to not be broken 

          di = “past tense”         (it) was not broken 

          lar = “plural”              (they) were not broken  

         mi = “interrogative”     were  they not broken ? 

                                                                                           (Fromkin & Rodman, 1978: 336) 

Although English is not an agglutinating language, it has an almost agglutinating 

character by adding the suffix ness to adjectives to have nouns: goodness, kindness, 

tiredness. Similarly, the prefix in to express negative adjective: incomplete, incorrect, 

indecisive (Ibid). 

Swahili, on the other hand, is a language that has an agglutinating character by 

“prefixing” rather than “suffixing”. This can be illustrated through the following examples: 

                        ni + na + penda          “I” + present tense + “love”     (“I love”)  

                        ni + na + sema         “I” + present tense + “speak”   (“I speak”) 

                        ni + li + penda           “I” + past tense + “love”          (“I loved”) 

                                                                                (Fromkin & Rodman, 1978: 338) 

These examples show that many languages use suffixes and few use prefixes as their 

additive elements. 
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I.4.3 Inflectional Languages 

In inflectional languages, words have additional endings to exhibit grammatical 

relationships (Ager, 1997). According to Fromkin & Rodman, an inflectional language is a 

language in which “a word or morpheme undergoes a change in form when its grammatical 

function in the sentence is changed” (Ibid, 1978: 338). These additional morphemes which 

are added to lexical stems have no independence. Languages of such type are Greek and 

Latin. In Latin, for example, the verb is inflected for person, number and tense; these 

elements cannot stand as independent units:  

amo    first person, singular, present tense          “I love” 

amas   second person, singular, present tense       “you love”  

amat    third person, singular, present tense           “she/ he loves” 

amamus     first person, plural, present tense         “we love” 

amatis       second person, plural, present tense       “you love”  

amant     third person, plural, present tense            “they love”  

                                                                                                 (Ibid, 1978: 339) 

By examining these examples, one can say that English seems to have an inflecting 

character. The s, for example, is added to verb stems to express the present tense, person 

and number:  

               I hit                you hit                he/ she hits                we hit                    they hit 
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              I love              you love              he/ she loves              we love                they love 

A good target text can be said to be produced, when there is a good mastery the target 

language.  

The next discussion will be devoted to the issue of different structures of source language 

(Arabic) and target language (English). In other words, how Arabic and English sentences 

are structured.   

I.5. The Structure of Languages 

Syntactically speaking, translation is a “conglomerate of two structures” (Bassnett, 

1980/1991: 159). In other words, languages differ in their syntactic structures. Arabic and 

English, in particular, have different sentence-structure properties because of their different 

origins. 

I.5.1 Structure of Arabic  

In Arabic, sentences are of two types: nominal or equational sentence; جٍّخ اع١ّخ 

/jumla ?ismiya/, and verbal sentence جٍّخ فؼ١ٍخ /jumla fi liya/. 

A nominal sentence is a sentence whish does not contain a verb, because the verb 

or the copula “to be” (ْوب) /kāna/ is implicitly stated or understood. Its main components 

are: subject and predicate. The subject; or the topic (اٌّجزذأ /al-mubtada? /), is usually a noun 

(phrase) or pronoun in the nominative case that initiates the sentence. The predicate 

 al-xabar/), the piece of news, can take the form of a noun (phrase), pronoun, an/اٌخجش(

indefinite adjective or an adverb of place or time (Abu- Chakra, 2007). In other words, an 

equational, nominal sentence starts with a topic, noun (phrase), pronoun, completed by 
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comment- adjective, pronoun, or prepositional phrase. According to Ryding (2005), the 

reason these sentences are named “equational” is that the subject and the predicate equate 

with each other and have a sort of balance between the two components in a complete 

preposition. Moreover, the predicate agrees with the subject in number and gender but not 

definiteness. Examples of such sentences are as follows:  

1- Noun + adjective (phrase):           اٌؼبٌُ لش٠خ صغ١شح  اٌؽش٠ك ؼ٠ًٛ                                       

                                            The world (is) a small village                        the road (is) long  

2- Noun (phrase) + adjective:       ُوٍٙب أفالَ ع١بع١خ                                         لصش اٌٍّه ظخ 

                                            The king‟s palace (is) huge       All of them (are) political films 

3- Pronoun + adjective (phrase):    ٟأِش٠ى١خ ِٓ أصً ػشثٟ                                       ٘ٛ رو ٟ٘ 

                                                He (is) intelligent      She (is) an American of Arabic origin  

                                                                                                           (Ryding, 2005: 60-61) 

A verbal sentence, on the other hand, is a sentence which is composed of a verb and 

an object in addition to the subject. Its basic word order is: verb + subject + object or 

complement. This structure implies that the subject is in the nominative case. The object 

exists when the verb is transitive. This type of sentences is illustrated by the following 

examples:  

A student went out                                                                                      خشج ؼبٌت 

                                                                                                                      S      V 

           A dog ate bread                                                                                          أوً وٍت خجضا 

                                                                                                                                 O   S   V 

                                                                                                           (Abu-Chakra, 2007: 33)  
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If the subject is a personal pronoun, it does not appear in the structure of the sentence 

because the verb is conjugated for the person, number, and gender of the subject:  

                 I met a friend ذ٠مبلبثٍذ ص                                                                             

Actually, the structure of Arabic phrases and clauses are affected by two main 

syntactic principles: agreement (or concord) and government. Agreement, or concord, 

refers to the property where in words of a sentence show a sort of matching between their 

features. In other words, features of a word are reflected in the other. For instance, if the 

subject is masculine singular, the verb should be masculine singular. If the noun is 

feminine singular, it takes a feminine singular adjective.  

Despite the fact that agreement and concord are used synonymously, there is a 

slight difference in between. Concord refers to matching between nouns and their 

dependents; adjectives, nouns, or pronouns. Agreement refers to matching between the 

verb and its subject. In Arabic, concord and agreement are at the level of these categories 

of nouns and adjectives: gender, number, and person. 

The other syntactic principle is government. In this situation, words are caused to 

inflect in specific ways as a result of the governing word and not as an agreement with it 

(Ryding, 2005). 

The Arabic language seems to be based on rather long structures. A paragraph may 

consist of one long sentence only. These long structures are made longer and related by 

means of the coordinating conjunctions”ٚ” and “ف” less commonly “ُث” (Dickins, Hervey 

& Higgins,2002). 
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I.5.2 Structure of English 

“A sentence may be thought of as a string of words which has certain elements 

such as a subject, a verb and sometimes an object or complement, and perhaps one or more 

adverbials” (Kennedy, 2003: 259). 

Aiming at understanding how sentences are internally structured and how their 

units are distributed, three major properties of sentence structure should be taken into 

account: 

1- Linearity: Sentences are produced and received in a linear sequence.  

2- Categoriality: Sentences are made up of parts which belong to a set of 

distinct categories, each with its special characteristics. 

3- Hierarchy: sentences are hierarchically structured; that is they are not simply 

sequences of individual words but are made up of word groupings, which 

themselves may consist of lesser groupings. 

                                                                                                                  (Jacobs, 1995: 35) 

These three types of structural information are better explained by Akmajian, Demers, 

Farmer & Harnish (1995: 158) through the following tree diagram:  
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                                                                       S 

           NP                                                    Aux                                         VP 

Art       N        PP                                                                           V         NP        PP 

                   P          NP                                                                       Art      N    P   NP 

                            Art      N                                                                                      Art   N 

The  people in     the      room                   will              move     the       desk  into the  hall 

S= Sentence, NP= Noun phrase, N=Noun, Art= Article, P= Preposition, PP= 

Prepositional phrase, Aux= Auxiliary, V= Verb, VP= Verb phrase. 

                         Figure 2: tree diagram of English sentence structure.         

 

In this diagram, each word of the sentence is assigned to a certain lexical category 

(or part of speech); the is an article, people is a noun; in is a preposition…etc. Furthermore, 

by reading the diagram from left to right, it is quite apparent that words, of different lexical 

categories, are connected in a particular linear order. Thus, this diagram suffices to show 

the linear order of words as well as the categorization of words into parts of speech. 

The third type, however, can be shown as follows: by referring to the subject 

phrase, it consists of the article the + the noun people standing as one single constituent 

namely “noun phrase”. In addition, the preposition in + the article the + the noun room 

stand for a single constituent namely “prepositional phrase”. Hence, these two different 

constituents, in turn, seem to form one single constituent; i.e. the subject phrase. Similarly, 

the verb phrase (VP) is composed of the sequence V- NP – PP; i.e. to form one single 

constituent. Finally, the highest level of the three exhibits that the sequence NP - Aux – VP 

fprms a single constituent namely “a sentence”. 
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Additionally, English sentences seem to fall into two types: simple sentences, and 

complex sentences. 

A simple sentence is the one that consists of one single clause with a verb phrase. It 

represents the basis of complex structures. The main elements that constitute a simple 

sentence clause are: subject, predicate, object, complement, and adverbial. The subject 

usually initiates the sentence structure. It may take the form of a noun, noun phrase, or 

pronoun. The predicate, in English sentences, is all the elements that follow the subject. It 

takes the form of one or more of these elements: verb, complement, adverbial (Kennedy, 

2003). 

This type of English sentences may take the following patterns:  

1- Subject + intransitive verb (SV) 

2- Subject + transitive verb + object (SVO) 

3- Subject + stative verb + complement (SVC)  

4- Subject + verb + adverbial (SVA) 

5- Subject + verb + object + object (SVOO) 

6- Subject + verb + object + adverbial (SVOA) 

Although all these patterns are used, 1 and 4 seem to be the most frequent ones (Ibid: 

2003:119). 
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A complex sentence, on the other hand, is the one that consists of more than one 

clause. Complex sentences, in turn, consist of the main clause in addition to the 

subordinated or the coordinated clause. In English, coordination links two units belonging 

to the same word class; such as nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs by means of a 

coordinating conjunction in a form of compound sentence: 

                              1- I grow grapes and kiwifruit 

                              2- They could have been killed or injured 

                              3- I brought some old and dusty books 

                              4- She spoke quickly but clearly 

                                                                                                  (Kennedy, 2003: 261)  

In addition to coordination that links clauses of equal status, subordination links 

clauses, in which the ones beginning with a conjunction are considered to be subordinate to 

the main clauses, for example: 

                                   He will help her if she asks him. 

Finally, complex sentences may consist of several clauses: 

   Sue hopes that the person who took the bike which was outside her house  

   returns it because she needs it so that she can ride to work   

 

After a brief account in which different structures of Arabic and English have been 

discussed, principles of translating sentences from Arabic into English will be the focal 

issue of the next discussion. 
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I.6. Translation of Sentences 

Discussing the principles of translating sentences from Arabic into English requires 

having some insights on the different styles that characterize each of them. Arabic style is 

characterized by the following features: 

1- An Arabic text is composed of different meaningful units –sentences, which are linked 

by coordinating conjunctions namely /wa/ “ٚ”, “ف” and less commonly /thumma/ “ُث”. 

2- In Arabic, the unit that contains the main subject of sentence stands initially; takes the 

initial position.e.g. /sha
c
ara bilhuzni li?annahu ?i

c
taqada sihhata al-ttaqārīr allatī ?afādat 

marada qā?idihim/ ( لبئذُ٘ ألٔٗ اػزمذ صحخ اٌزمبس٠ش اٌزٟ أفبدد ِشض  شؼش ثبٌحضْ  ) instead of 

/li?annahu i
c
taqada sihhata attaqārīr allatī ?afādat marada qā?idihim faqad sha

c
ara 

bilhuzni/( ْألٔٗ اػزمذ صحخ اٌزمبس٠ش اٌزٟ أفبدد ِشض لبئذُ٘ فمذ شؼش ثبٌحض). 

3- Passive form is not used unless the subject is omitted. 

4- Sentences take the word order: V+ S +O. 

Whereas, the English style is characterized by: 

1- The overuse of complex sentences. 

2- The unit that contains the main subject generally takes the final position. 

3- Eventhough the subject is obviou, English prefers the use of passive.  

4- Nouns are generally preceded by a number of adjectives in addition to using a number 

of adverbs with verbs. 
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5- Word order is: S+ V +O.                                                                              (Najib, 2005) 

According to these differences in styles between Arabic and English, the main 

principle of translation –in the case of Arabic English direction- is that the style of the 

source language is changed to suit the style of the target language (Najib, 2005). 

In addition, Arabic sentences seem to be rather longer than the English ones. That 

is to say, Arabic sentences, as stated before, are characterized by the overuse of the 

coordinators “ٚ”, “ف”, and “ُث”. Hence, “ٚ” is translated into “and” in English. Yet it has 

no English equivalent when it initiates the sentence in Arabic. Furthermore, if “ٚ” is used 

as a coordinating conjunction in a rather long sentence in Arabic, it is more suitable that 

the sentence is cut into two or more sentences in English (Dickins, Hervey & Higgins, 

2002). 

Conclusion 

In a nutshell, translation is not an easy task as one might believe, especially when it 

occurs across two languages of different origins (Semitic (Arabic) and Germanic 

(English)). 

Arabic-English translation may go through different types. Jakobson‟s types –

intralingual, interlingual and intersemiotic- full, partial, total, restricted, literal and free 

types of translation have been introduced. Moreover, this chapter tackles informative, 

expressive and operative types of texts, aiming at having some insights on the texts of the 

SL (Arabic), and the TL (English). 
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Arabic and English languages have two different sentence structures. A discussion 

of word order and sentence construction is provided in addition to the types of language 

that these two languages belong to. Additionally, sentence translation has been dealt with 

at the end of this chapter.  
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Chapter Two 

The Analysis of Students’ Production of Long sentences in Arabic-

English Translation 
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Chapter Two 

The analysis of Students’ Production of Long Sentences in Arabic-

English Translation 

Introduction 

This chapter aims at testing the above mentioned hypothesis: Students are unable to 

translate long sentences from Arabic into English correctly and accurately. It also attempts 

to show the types of translation that students use in translating long sentences from Arabic 

into English and the most effective type through which meaning is converted and the style 

of the target language is used. 

II.1. The Test 

II.1.1. The Sample  

The population of this study consists of twenty five students at the Department of 

English, Faculty of letters and languages, Mentouri –University –Constantine.  

These students have all had a module of translation in the second year and are, 

therefore, familiar with the task of translating long sentences in Arabic-English translation. 

II.1.2 Description of the Test 

The thesis consists of fourteen long sentences to be translated into English These 

long sentences are of different subjects and average difficulty; they are far from being 

complicated or ambiguous.  
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II.1.3 Procedure of Analysis 

Data analysis will be organized in the following way: each of the fourteen 

sentences will be analyzed separately in terms of whether subjects respect the rules of 

translating long sentences or not, and then to determine the type of translation adopted in 

each. 

This procedure of analysis will be maintained with all sentences to end up with 

concluding which type is the most workable and successful in keeping the meaning of the 

original sentences. 

II.2. Analysis of the Students’ Data 

Knowing that translation is a demanding activity, we tried to keep Arabic sentences 

unambiguous and as simple as possible both semantically and structurally, except for their 

length, hoping that students would not feel linguistic pressure and focus more on the 

problematic issue in rendering these sentences.  

In fact, the subjects seem to have some problems with the selected sentences. The results 

may be summed up in the following table (further discussion is provided after the table):  
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1.           Number of students 2.                    Percentage 

Number of 

sentences 
Translated Untranslated Translated Untranslated 

Sentence n° 1 24 01 96 4 

Sentence n° 2 23 02 92 8 

Sentence n° 3 12 13 48 52 

Sentence n° 4 25 00 100 0 

Sentence n° 5 15 10 60 40 

Sentence n° 6 16 09 64 36 

Sentence n° 7 06 19 24 76 

Sentence n° 8 11 14 44 56 

Sentence n° 9 06 19 24 76 

Sentence n° 10 12 13 48 52 

Sentence n° 11           00          25          00            100 

Sentence n° 12           00          25            00            100 

Sentence n° 13           00          25            00            100 

Sentence n° 14           00          25            00            100 

            Table 01:  Number and percentage of the students’ production of the sentences. 

The above table exhibits that sentences 11-14 have not been translated by the subjects. The 

nature of subjects dealt with in these sentences, carelessness of the subjects or time 

constraints would be the main reasons of such a situation. An extended analysis on each 

sentence of the table will be provided in the following discussion. 

II.2.1 Sentence n° 1 

ٚ ِٓ اٌّؼشٚف أْ ٘ذا اٌزؼبْٚ اٌّزجبدي ال ٠زٛفش فٟ اٌّذ٠ٕخ إال فٟ ثؼط األح١بء اٌشؼج١خ راد اٌؽبثغ اٌش٠فٟ أٚ 

ٌفزشح ؼ٠ٍٛخ ِٓ اٌٛلذ أِب ف١ّب ػذا دٌه فبْ  ث١ٓ أعش ِحذٚدح أربحذ ٌٙب اٌظشٚف أْ رزؼبسف ِؼشفخ ٚث١مخ ثجغعٙب

 األعش فٟ اٌّذ٠ٕخ رىبد ال رزؼبسف ػٍٝ ج١شأٙب إْ ٌُ رىٓ ال رزؼبسف فؼال.
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Subjects rendered this sentence in four different ways: 

a) It is known that this exchanged cooperation is not provided in the town, only in some 

public cities which are characterized in the country side or between families members, 

conditions allow them to know each other well known between each other for long 

time. Families in the town do not know their neighbours. 

b) It is known that this cooperation is not available in the city, except in some folk streets 

that have rural characteristics or between limited families that have the opportunity to 

know each other for a long time. Whereas, the families in the city almost they don‟t 

know their neighbours if they don‟t know each other indeed. 

c) And it is known that this exchanged cooperation is unavailable in the cty except in some 

country-shaped ghettos, or batween limited number families that had the right 

circumstances to socialize for a long period of time. Whereas, other than that, famlies 

in the city almost do not socialize with neibghours, if they don‟t indeed!  

d) Excert those who are living in some rural streets or amongst certain famlies, corporated 

consolidation exists. It is the fact that families living in cities barely know their 

neighbours if they know each other. 

As far as the first sentence is concerned, it can be noted that all subjects agree on 

dividing it into two short sentences. The fact that proves their awareness of that particular 

rule of dividing long sentences into different shorter sentences. In addition, subjects prove 

their awareness of that active voice in Arabic can be rendered into passive voice in 

English:/lā yatawaffaru / “ال ٠زٛفش” as “is not provided /is not available”. 
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In (a), (b) and (c), the subjects used word-for-word translation in translting the first 

sentence, thinking that it is the right type of translation that serves to render the axact 

meaning. In (a), the subjects rendered/?ahyā?an sha
c
biyatan/ “ ء شؼج١خأح١ب ” into public cities 

instead of public quarters. This is because they do not know the equivalent quarter. 

Furthermore, /dhāta ttābi
c
 errīfi/ “ٟراد اٌؽبثغ اٌش٠ف” is translated into “are characterized in 

the country side” which is not the exact meaning istead of that have a country side 

character. Also, subjects translate /?usarin mahdūdatin/ “أعش ِحذٚدح” as “limited families” 

which is a word-for-word translation instead of “a limited number of families”.  

In (b), /?ahyā?an sha
c
biyatan/ “أح١بء شؼج١خ” is translated into “folk streets” which 

seems to be equivalent but rather informal. In (c), subjects use a clear literal translation in 

the beginning of the sentence. The initiating coordinator “ٚ” is translated into”and”. That 

is, the subjects violate the rule which states that there is no English equivalent for the 

coordinator “ٚ” when it initiates the sentence. In this particular translation, the subjects 

seem to focus on the meaning of the original sentence. They use rather successful 

equivalents according to the SLT. Moreover, translation (d) shows that the subjects 

translate /al-tta
c
āwun/ “ْٚاٌزؼب” as “consolidation” with its French meaning instead of 

“cooperation”, because they ignore it in English. In addition, the subjects focus on the 

aesthetic level of language, and therefore, being expressive. 

In a nutshell, this sentence shows the students awareness of dividing long sentences 

into short sentences, in addition to the ability of rendering active voice in English. 

Moreover, using word-for-word translation may affect the meaning of the original sentence 

negatively. 
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II.2.2 Setence n° 2 

ٌمذ رضا٠ذد ٘جشح اٌؼمٛي اٌؼشث١خ فٟ اٌؼمٛد األخ١شح ألعجبة وث١شح ِٕٙب ػذَ رٛفش اٌظشٚف اٌّبد٠خ ٚ اإلجزّبػ١خ 

الئمب ِٓ اٌؼ١ش، ثبإلظبفخ إٌٝ ظؼف اإل٘زّبَ ثبٌجحث اٌؼٍّٟ، ٚ ػذَ ٚجٛد ِشاوض ٌٙذا اٌجحث اٌزٟ رؤِٓ ِغزٜٛ 

 .ثبٌمذس اٌىبفٟ ،إٌٝ جبٔت اٌّشبوً اٌغ١بع١خ ٚ اإلجزّبػ١خ، ٚ ػذَ اإلعزمشاس اٌزٞ رؼبٟٔ ِٕٗ ألؽبس ػشث١خ ِخزٍفخ

          This sentence is translated into four various ways: 

a) Arabian brain drain has increased in the last decaes for many reasons, such as: the 

unavailability of social and material conditions that insure a good living level, in 

addition to the weakness of interest with scientific research, and the unavailabilty of 

centres to this research, inside to political and social problems. 

b) In the last decades, the immigration of Arabic minds has increasedv for many reasons. 

Among these reasons, the lack of social and material conditions which secure a suitable 

level of living. In addition, the reduction of givng importance to scientific research and 

unavailability of centres to this research, besides political and social problems. 

c) In the last decades, Arab mind‟s immigration has increased due to various reasons such 

as absence of social circumstances that insure acceptable standard of life, weakness of 

scientific research and the absence of centres for this research, in addition to political 

and social problems as well as the absence of stability in many Arab coutries. 

d) The immigration of Arab brain drains has increased in the latest decades because of 

many reasons: lack of financial and social conditions which provide an acceptable 

standard of life. In addition to the carelessness of the scientific research and the 
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absence of its institutions. Besides the social and political problems and also the 

absence of stabilty which are suffered from in different Arabian countries. 

What is common to all translations of the second sentence is the use of the present perfect, 

since the rule states that sentences starting by /laqad/ “ٌمذ” in the Arabic sentence should be 

translated in the present perfect in English. Additionally, the subjects divided the sentence 

into two shorter sentences in (b) and (d) but not in (a) and (c). In the latter cases, the 

subjects translated the sentence as a single block because they may not be able to cut it off.  

Referring to translation (a), the subjects gave each single unit in the Arabic 

sentence a dictionary equivalent in English. That is, /māddiyat/ “ِبد٠خ” is translated as 

“material” instead of “financial conditions”, “a good living level” is given as an equivalent 

of /mustawan lā?iqan mina al-
c
ayshi/ “ِغزٜٛ الئمب ِٓ اٌؼ١ش” instead of “a good standard of 

living”. Also, they translated /du
c
fu al-?ihtimām/ “َظؼف اال٘زّب” as “weakness of interest” 

instead of “lack of interst”, and /?ila jānibi/ “إٌٝ جبٔت as “inside” instead of “together 

with”. Consequently, we can notice that these translations show the students‟negation of 

the context; they decontextualize the units of a sentence in their translations. Moreover, we 

can notice that a sort of one-to-one translation is adapted. That is to say, a noun is rendered 

into a noun, a verb into a verb, an adjective into an adjective, and a preposition into a 

preposition. The second sentence, therefore, is translated as a single block of units. 

Simmilarly, in translation (c) informants translated this sentence as a one unit. In 

addition to that they do not cut it into shorter sentences. The words are translated out of 

their contexts. “centre”, for example, is given as an equivalent of /marākiza al-bahthi/ 

 .”instead of “institutions ”ِشاوض اٌجحث“
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Unlike (a) and (c), informants in (b) and (d) stress rendering the meaning of the 

original sentence. By dividing the sentence into three shorter ones, they avoid misleading 

the reader. Additionally, they try, as much as possible, to keep the original meaning of the 

sentence by selecting equivalents that suit the context of words. For instance, by selecting 

“the reduction of giving importance to scientific research” to be the equivalent of /du
c
f al-

?ihtimām bi al-bahthi al-
c
ilmi/ “ٍّٟظؼف اال٘زّبَ ثبٌجحث اٌؼ”. The subjects try to render the 

meaning of the statement as a whole and not as single words in the sentence. Hence, this 

translation is a sort of literal translation of meaning (direct translation) despite their use of 

dictionary equivalents of some words such as”centres” that shows their ignorance of the 

wanted word.  

Translation (d) is a clear literal translation of meaning. That is to say, most words 

are translated according to their context in the sentence: It is not clearly stated in the 

Arabic sentence that there is a lack of financial and social conditions, yet the subjects 

conclude it from the context. Furthermore, we can notice the selection of right equivalents 

of the words /mustawan lā?iqan mina al-
c
aychi/ “ِغزٜٛ الئمب ِٓ اٌؼ١ش” and /marākiza/ “ِشاوض 

as “an acceptable standard of life” and “institutions” respectively.  

The above analysis shows that the subjects use two types of translation in rendering 

the second sentence: one-to-one translation and literal translation of meaning. 

II.3 Sentence n° 3 

رمذس خغبسح اٌؼشة ثغجت ٘جشح اٌؼمٛي اٌؼشث١خ ع٠ٕٛب ثؤِٛاي ؼبئٍخ، ففٟ اٌٛلذ اٌزٞ )رذفغ ف١ٗ األٚظبع اٌؼ١ٍّخ ٚ 

اإلجزّبػ١خ إٌٝ ٘جشح األدِغخ( اٌؼشث١خ، ٔجذ دٚي اٌغشة ٚ اٌٛال٠بد اٌّزحذح خصٛصب رغؼٝ العزمؽبة ٘ذٖ 

ذِخ اٌجحث اٌؼٍّٟ ٚ اٌصٕبػٟ، فٟٙ رغؼٝ ثج١ّغ األدِغخ ِٓ خالي رمذ٠ُ اإلغشاءاد اٌّبد٠خ، ٌىٟ رٛظفٙب فٟ خ
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اٌٛعبئً ٌإلحزفبؾ ثبٌالِؼ١ٓ ِٓ اٌؼمٛي األجٕج١خ اٌّزخشجخ ِٓ جبِؼبرٙب، ٚ ِٕٙب ر١غ١ش اٌحصٛي ػٍٝ ثؽبلخ اإللبِخ 

 ٌٍّزخشج١ٓ فٟ اٌزم١ٕخ اٌؼب١ٌخ. 

As table 1 shows, 48% of the total number of students translated the third sentence. Only 

those which fall into our analysis have been taken into account. 

a) Arabs lost a lot of money because of the immigration of its minds. In the time in which 

the situation and social situations push to the immigration of the Arab minds, we find 

that west countries and USA especially work to bring these brains by financial 

temptations, and employ them in the service of scientific and industrial researches. 

USA does its best to keep the brilliant minds graduated from its universities and give 

residence for graduated people in high technology. 

b) The loss of Arabs because of the immigration of Arab geniuses has caused a loss of lots 

of money yearly. Where the scientific conditions push the geniuses to immigrate, we 

find that the western countries and especially USA are seeking to attract these geniuses 

by giving them money to employ to serve the individual and scientific research they 

look for to preserve the foreigners‟ geniuses who graduated from their universities and 

to facilitate to get the residence.  

c) Arab world loses a lot of amount of money yearly; as a result of minds immigration. At 

the same time, the scientific and social circumstances push to the immigration of Arab 

minds, the west and the USA are appealing to have those minds by giving them 

chauvinism and appoint them in their scientific and individual research. They appeal 

with all means to keep perfect foreign minds who graduate from their universities. 

Thus, they simplify getting the residency for specialists in scientific domains. 
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d) The Arab countries lose huge amounts of money yearly due to brain drain. While the 

scientific situations and social ones push them to do so, western countries, especially 

United States try to attract those minds through financial temptations to exploit them in 

the service of industrial and scientific research. They do their best to keep those genius 

brains, graduated from their universities. One point is to facilitate getting residence 

cards for those who graduate in superior techniques.  

Except for (b), the subjects in these translations agree to divide the third sentence 

into three shorter sentences. The beginning of all translations seem to be a literal 

translation of meaning because informants do not use a dictionary equivalent for each word 

except in (a) and (b) in which they select “minds immigration” to be the equivalent of 

/hijratu al-
c
uqūli/ “٘جشح اٌؼمٛي”. Yet, in (b) a more acceptable term that seems to be rather 

suitable in this context “Arab geniuses’ immigration” has been used. The term “brain 

drain” chosen in (d) is the most suitable equivalent for this word. The rest of the 

translation in (a) and (b) seem to be rather a literal translation of words or word-for-word 

translation: The words /tadfa
c
u/ “رذفغ”, /hijratu al-?admighati al-

c
arabiyati/ “ ٘جشح األدِغخ

 ”as “push to”, “the immigration of Arab minds” and “we find ”ٔجذ“ /and /najidu ;”اٌؼشث١خ

respectively have been used because the meanings of these words, as isolated from their 

contexts, have been given. In(c) and (d), on the other hand, the subjects focus on keeping 

the same meaning of SLT (Arabic). Hence, they make reference to technical terms that 

seem to be suitable but rather formal such as: “chauvinism” as an equivalent of /?ighrā?āt/ 

 .”االحزفبؾ“ /and “appeal” as an equivalent of /al-?ihtifādi ”إغشاءاد“

Thus, the translations of the third sentence result in the use of literal translation of 

meaning in the beginning of the translations, in addition to word-for-word translations. 
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Furthermore, the subjects follow the rule of cutting the sentence into shorter sentences, 

where others don‟t. 

II.2.4 Sentence n° 4 

رؼزجش اٌضساػخ اٌمبػذح األعبع١خ ٌٍجٕبء اإللزصبدٞ فٟٙ اٌزٟ رٛفش اٌحبجبد اإلعزٙالو١خ اٌغزائ١خ ٌألفشاد ٟٚ٘ اٌزٟ 

ذد حجُ ِؼبِالرٕب ِغ اٌؼبٌُ رّذ اٌصٕبػبد ثبٌجضء اٌغبٌت ِٓ اٌخذِبد اٌالصِخ ٌٙب، ٟٚ٘ فٛق وً ٘ذا ٚ دان رح

 اٌخبسجٟ.                 

          This sentence, as table 1 shows, is translated by the total number of subjects, since it 

tackles an important and so frequently used subjects‟ translations, they seem to fall into 

four translations: 

a) The agriculture is considered as the basic rule for the economic construction. It 

provides nutritional consumptions needed by persons, and it gives manufactures the 

main part of principle services and on this and that, it precise our dealing with extern 

universe. 

b) Agriculture is considered as the fundamental basis of economy .It provides all 

consumption alimentary stuffs to the individuals, and supplies the industries with the 

lion„s share of needed services, and over all these, it precise the size of our treatments 

of the external world 

c) Agriculture is considered as the fundamental basis of economy. It provides people 

with nutriture and industry with the greatest part of its needs. Also, more than that, it 

specifies our relationships with foreign world. 

d) Agriculture represents the fundamental basis for the economic construction. It 

provides the nutritional needs of people. And it supplies the industries with most of 

their necessary services. Above all, it precises the rate of treatments of the outside. 
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If we consider the translations of the fourth sentence, all informants agree to divide 

it into shorter sentences. The verb in the first shorter sentence in (a), (b), and(c) is rendered 

as it is; i.e. the passive voice of the Arabic sentence is preserved in the translations in 

English:/yu
c
tabaru/ “رؼزجش”as “is considered” owing to keep the same meaning and voice of 

the original text. In (d), on the other hand, the informants prefer to use a sort of synonym in 

the active form; “رؼزجش” as represents” because they seek to select the suitable equivalent in 

that particular context. Additionally, the phrase /al-qā
c
idatu al-?asāsiyatu lilbinā? al-

?iqtisādi/ “ٞاٌمبػذح األعبع١خ ٌٍجٕبء اإللزصبد” is translated into “a basic rule for the economic 

construction”. It is a clear one-to-one translation: /al-qā
c
idat/ “اٌمبػذح” as “rule”, /al-

?asāsiya/ “األعبع١خ” as “basic”, “ي” as ”for” , /al-binā?/ “اٌجٕبء” as “construction” and /al-

?iqtisādi/ “ٞااللزصبد” as “economic”. This literal translation seems to be problematic 

because the Arabic word /al-qā
c
idat/ “اٌمبػذح” does not mean rule in English in this context. 

The subjects in (b) seem to have a more suitable equivalent of that particular phrase; “the 

main base of the economy”, since it has the contextual meaning but not the lexical one 

only. Besides, in (a), the phrase /al-xadamāt al-lāzima/ “اٌخذِبد اٌالصِخ” is rendered as 

“principle services”. Because of the influence of their second language (French), they use 

the word “principle” as an adjective while, in fact, it is not. The most suitable equivalent of 

this phrase can be the one provided in (b) “the needed services” because it really has the 

meaning of the original.  

Considering the translation of the statement /wa hiya llatī tamudu al-ssinā
c
āti 

biljuz?i al-ghālibi/ “اٌزٟ رّذ اٌصٕبػبد ثبٌجضء اٌغبٌت ٟ٘ ٚ” as “it supplies the industries with the 

lion’s share of needed services”, it can be noted that this translation is a sort of bound free 

translation. The subjects resort to using an idiomatic expression “the lion‟s share of” that 

fits the context to be equivalent of /al-juz?i al-ghālibi/ “اٌجضء اٌغبٌت”. Although this 
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translation has gone beyond the context, it is still bound to the linguistic context. This is 

why it is considered as an acceptable type of translation. Furthermore, the literal translation 

of the expression /fawqa kulli hādhā wa dhāk/ “فٛق وً ٘زا ٚ ران” as “on this and that” 

proves lack of competence of the TL (English) because this expression does not exist in 

English. Thus, it is unacceptable owing to its effect on the structure and, therefore, the 

aesthetic level of the English language is affected. 

In short, different types of translations are used by the informants to translate the 

fourth sentence: one-to-one literal translation and bound-free translation. 

II.2.5 Sentence n° 5 

٠ّىٓ أْ رمغُ ثشِج١بد اٌحبعٛة إٌٝ ٔٛػ١ٓ ػش٠ع١ٓ، ثشِج١بد األٔظّخ ٚ ثشِج١بد اٌزؽج١مبد. أِب األٚي فبٔٗ 

ذاخ١ٍخ فئٔٙب رٛجٗ اٌحبعٛة ٌٍم١بَ وث١شا ِب ٠شبس إ١ٌٗ ثبعُ األٔظّخ فحغت، ٚ ػٕذِب رذخً ٘ذٖ األٔظّخ فٟ اٌزاوشح اٌ

ثّٙبَ ِخزٍفخ ٚ أِب اٌثبٟٔ فبٔٗ ػبدح ِب ٠زُ اٌزضٚد ثٗ جٕجب إٌٝ جٕت ِغ اٌجٙبص اٌشئ١غٟ ِٓ اٌّصذس اٌزٞ ٠ضٚدٔب 

   ثبألٔظّخ.

            Despite the simplicity of this sentence and familiarity of students with such subject 

- /al-hāsūb/ اٌحبعٛة or computer, the informants do not produce good translations of it. The 

translations which fall in our investigation have been considered. 

a) Computer programmation can be divided into two wide kinds: systems programmation 

and application programmation. Concerning the first, in most of time it is referred to as 

systems only. And when these systems enter the internal memory, it orders the 

computer to do different missions. While the second is usually provided to in 

accordance with the principle apparatus from the source that supplies us with the 

systems.  
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b) Computer is seen to be divided into two main programs: The software and the hard 

ware. The software is considered as the system part only. When those programs enter 

the inside memory, they direct the computer to do different functions. The second is the 

hardware, usually available with the central unit from the providing source of systems. 

As far as the fifth sentence is concerned, both (a) and (b) reflect the informants 

awareness of cutting up the sentence.  

In (a), the first sentence is a one-to-one translation:  

Computer programmation  can be  divided  into  two  wide  kinds:  system  programmation  

       حبعٛة          ثشِج١بد        ٠ّىٓ        غُرم       إٌٝ            ػش٠ع١ٓأٔظّخ       ٔٛػ١ٓ             ثشِج١بد 

and   application   programmation  

       ثشِج١بد              رؽج١مبد           ٚ 

                                                                    Instead of  

                  “Computer programs are of two broad types/ kinds: software and hardware” 

The subjects refer to the first meaning of the dictionary in each word, because of 

their ignorance of technical terms in Arabic; that is, they know “software and hardware” 

but they ignore their equivalents in Arabic. Furthermore, the beginning of the third 

sentence of (a) proves the influence of informants by their mother tongue: /wa 
c
indamā 

tadxulu…/ “...ًػٕذِب رذخ ٚ” is translated as “and when…” instead of “when…” i.e. “ٚ” is not 

translated. Also, /yuwajjihu/ “ٗ٠ٛج” is translated as “orders” and /mahāmin muxtalifatin/ 

 ”as “different missions” instead of “directs” and “different functions ”ِٙبَ ِخزٍفخ“

respectively. The translation applies the sentence, where the influence of the second 
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language on the students through the use of the word “principle” as an adjective can be 

noticed. Sentence (b), on the other hand, can be taken as a more suitable translation 

because the informants try to prove the right selection of equivalents. They translate the 

sentence as whole, not individual words. 

Hence, this sentence is translated literally in (a) and meaningfully in (b) with 

respect to the rules of translating long sentences. 

II.2.6 Sentence n° 6 

األصِخ ٚ اٌظفش ادْ وّب لبي اٌشئ١ظ اٌشاحً ٘ٛاسٞ ثِٛذ٠ٓ "األصِخ أصِخ سجبي" ، ِٚٓ أساد اٌمعبء ػٍٝ ٘ذٖ 

ثخ١شح اٌشجبي ٌٛؼٕٗ فّب ػ١ٍٗ إال ثجٕبء شجبة ِحت ٌٛؼٕٗ، ِؼزض ثّبظ١ٗ، ػبًِ فٟ حبظشٖ، ِغزجصش ثّغزمجٍٗ، 

 .ِغزمجً اٌج١ّغ فٟ ٘ذا اٌٛؼٓ اٌحج١ت..

The fifteen informants who have translated this sentence produced the following two 

different translations: 

a) As the previous president Houari Boumadian said: “the crisis is for men”, and who 

wants to put an end to this crisis and gain good men for his country, he has just to build 

young who love their country, proud of its past, work in their present, hopeful of the 

future, all future in this lovely country. 

b) So, as the former president Houari Boumadian said “the crisis is a crisis of men”, and 

who wants to finish this crisis and have the best men for his country, he has to create a 

generation that loves its country and be proud of its past, worker in the present. 

What is common to both translations is that the subjects violate the rule of sentence 

division. In spite of the fact that (b) can be considered as literal translation, it seems to be 
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workable in this situation. Except for the statement /binā?i shabābin/ “ثٕبء شجبة” which is 

translated as “to build young”, and /mustaqbali al-jamī
c/
 which is rendered as ”ِغزمجً اٌج١ّغ“ 

“all future” instead of “to raise the youth” and “future of the whole community” 

respectively, the informants preserve the meaning of the original sentence. Similarly, this 

sentence is literally translated in (b). The influence of the mother tongue is quite apparent 

in translation /al-?azma ?azmat rijāl/ “األصِخ أصِخ سجبي”as “the crisis is a crisis of men”; that 

is word-for-word translation. Also, the informants adapted the same strategy by using the 

coordinator “ٚ” and “and” to link the two parts of the sentence. In fact, they could have cut 

up the sentence in that point without using the coordinator. The second part of the 

translation seems to be a bound-free translation since the informants translate it the way 

they understand it: /bibinā?i shabābin/ “ثجٕبء شجبة” is rendered as “to create a generation”.  

Two types of translation are adapted in the translations of this sentence: literal and 

bound-free translations. In addition, there is no division of the sentence into shorter ones. 

II.2.7 Sentence n° 7 

ا١ٌَٛ ٟ٘ صحشاء  ِٕذ ال ٠مً ػٓ ثالثخ أالف عٕخ صحف اٌزٛاسق ػٍٝ اٌصحشاء اٌىجشٜ ٚ اعزٛؼٕٛ٘ب، ٌُ رىٓ صحشاء

األِظ، ٌمذ وبٔذ رزٛفش ػٍٝ ِٕبؼك وث١شح رىغٛ٘ب اٌخعش ٚ ٚفشح فٟ ا١ٌّبٖ ٚ اٌّشاػٟ، ٌىٓ ِغ رغ١ش إٌّبخ جفذ 

 ِٕبؼك ا١ٌّبٖ ٚ صاٌذ األساظٟ اٌخعشاء اٌشػ٠ٛخ ٚ حً ِحٍٙب اٌشِبي ٚ اٌصخٛس

According to table 1, this sentence is translated by 24 % of the total number of informants. 

Hence, only the ones that really deserve to be analyzed are selected: 

a) 3000 years ago, Twareg lived in the big desert; today‟s desert is not yesterday‟s one, it 

had a lot of green places and lots of water, but with the change of climate, the water is 

gone, green lands disappear, it was replaced by rocks and sands. 
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b) Since more than 3000 years, the Twareg crip on the vast desert and lived in it. The 

desert of today was not the one of yesterday. It was full of areas covered by plants and 

waters. But by the climate change, the water dries, green lands become desert. 

c) For more than 1000 years, Twareg have been settling down in the great desert. This 

desert was not the same in the past. It was green lands with a lot of water sources and 

vast praries. But as the climate changed, the water sources disappeared and the praries 

were replaced by sand and rocks.  

Except (b), in (a) and (c) the informants agree to cut up the sentence into different shorter 

sentences. What is common to all these translations is the translation of the word /al-

ttaawāriq/ “اٌزٛاسق” as “Twareg”. This may be because, even in Arabic, they ignore that its 

meaning is “the inhabitants of the desert”, besides, they may think that it is a proper noun, 

therefore, it is translated as it is, using English letters. In (a) and (b), informants literally 

translate the statement /lam taakun sahrā?u al-yawmi hiya sahrā?u al-?amsi/ “ رىٓ صحشاء ٌُ

صحشاء األِظ ا١ٌَٛ ٟ٘ ” as “today’s desert is not yesterday’s one /the desert of today was not 

the one of yesterday”. In these particular translations, each word is translated separately; 

that is, out of its context. Hence, a clear word-for-word translation is used. In (b), 

translating /zahafa al-ttawāriku 
c
ala al-ssahrā?i al-kubrā/ “ٜصحف اٌزٛاسق ػٍٝ اٌصحشاء اٌىجش” as 

“the Twareg crip on the vast desert” seems to be rather strange for the English style. They 

could have translated it as “the Twareg settled in the vast desert” which can be more 

appropriate as an English structure. The next short sentence can be considered as bound-

free translation. That is to say, the informants translate /kānat tatawaffaru 
c
alā maanātiqa 

kaathīra taksūhā al-xudratu wawafratu al-miyāh/ “ شح رىغٛ٘ب اٌخعشح وبٔذ رزٛفش ػٍٝ ِٕبؼك وث١

  .”as they understand it “it was full of areas covered by plants and water ”ٚٚفشح ا١ٌّبٖ
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Similarly, translation (c) seems to be bound-free translation; the informants read the 

sentence, understand it and extract its meaning, therefore, produce a translation which is 

bound to the original linguistic context. For example, in translating /lam takun sahrā?u al-

yawmi hiya sahrā?u al-?amsi/ “رىٓ صحشاء ا١ٌَٛ ٟ٘ صحشاء األِظ ٌُ” as “this desert was not the 

same in the past”, the meaning is translated, but not individual words. 

Literal translation of words and bound-free translation are the two types of 

translation that informants resort to in order to translate the 7
th

 sentence. 

II.2.8 Sentence n° 8 

غ اٌّزٍفخ أٚ راد اإللبِخ اٌّؽٌٛخ ػٍٝ ِغزٜٛ اٌّٛأئ اٌزجبس٠خ، لشسد اٌحىِٛخ إٔشبء ٌجٕخ رزٌٛٝ رفز١ش اٌجعبئ

ٚرٌه ثمصذ رؽ١ٙش اٌّٛأئ ٚاٌّغبحبد اٌّخصصخ ٌالعزمجبي اٌجعبئغ، ح١ث رغجت ظ١ك ٘ذٖ اٌّغبحبد، اعزمجبي 

اٌجعبئغ، ح١ث رغجت ظ١ك ٘ذٖ اٌّغبحبد، ِشاد ػذ٠ذح، فٟ خغبسح ثبٌّال١٠ش ٌٍّزؼب١ٍِٓ ٚ أح١بٔب حزٝ ٌٍخض٠ٕخ 

 اٌؼ١ِّٛخ ثبٌٕغجخ ٌٍغٍغ ٚ اٌجعبئغ اٌزٟ ٠غزٛسد٘ب ٚعؽبء اٌذٌٚخ. 

            44 % of the total number of subjects produces the following two translations:  

a) According to many observers, in Europe the phenomena of racism is increasing in the 

last years and especially Muslims are suffering from this aggression against their 

religion, customs, and traditions beginning by veil. 

b) From few years, Europe has seen, according to many of the followers, the increase of 

racism and enemies of Islam, and Muslims are                    toward their religion, 

traditions and customs, starting with veil, mosques and clothes. 

Because this sentence is not very long, all informants agree not to cut it up. They 

prefer to translate it as a block of units. 
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If we consider translation (a), it is a translation in which the informants respect the 

English style. The literal meaning is the one that is stressed in this situation. “Observers”, 

for example, is a quite suitable equivalent of /mutatbbi
c
īna/ “ِٓززجؼ١” in this sentence, in 

addition to rendering /hamalātin mutawāsilatin/ “حّالد ِزٛاصٍخ” as “aggression against”. 

The influence of the Arabic style, on the other hand, may appear in proceeding to use 

“and” as the equivalent of “ٚ”. The situation that may mislead the reader of such a 

translation. Thus, instead of tackling the second part of the sentence /bal yata
c
arradūna 

lihamalātin mutawāsilatin/ “ثً ٠زؼشظْٛ ٌحّالد ِزٛاصٍخ” as a separate short sentence, they 

join it to the first part by “and”. The translation of (b), however, is a literal translation of 

words, some elements of structure and even punctuation: as it is in the Arabic structure, the 

parenthetical phrase is put after the first parts or elements of the sentence; in addition to the 

word-for-word translation when using “according”, “to”, “many of”, and “the followers” as 

equivalents of /al-mutataabbi
c
īna/ “ٓاٌّززجؼ١”, /mina/ “ِٓ”, /al-

c
adīdi/ “اٌؼذ٠ذ”, /hasba/ “حغت” 

respectively. The punctuation of the Arabic sentence almost takes the same positions in the 

English one. Also, the informants of this translation left a blank for the phrase /lihamlātin 

mutawāsilatin/ “ٌحّالد ِزٛاصٍخ” because they totally ignore what the equivalent phrase or 

word for this phrase can be in English.  

Despite the simplicity of words and structure of the Arabic sentence, students find 

some difficulty in its translation. Two types of translation have been used in this situation: 

literal translation of words, and literal translation of meaning, in addition to the violation of 

the division rule. 
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II.2.9 Sentence n° 9 

ػشفذ أٚسٚثب ِٕذ عٕٛاد ل١ٍٍخ، حغت اٌؼذ٠ذ ِٓ اٌّززجؼ١ٓ، رٕبِٟ ظب٘شح اٌؼٕصش٠خ ٚ اٌؼذاء ٌإلعالَ، ثً إْ 

 بط.     اٌّغ١ٍّٓ ٠زؼشظْٛ ٌحّالد ِزٛاصٍخ ظذ د٠ُٕٙ، ٚ رمب١ٌذُ٘ ٚ ػبدارُٙ، ثذءا ثبٌحجبة إٌٝ اٌّآرْ ٚ اٌٍج

This sentence does not really draw much of the students‟ attention. 24 % of the total 

number has dealt with it but only two of them deserve to be analyzed:   

a) Despite the fact that global warming is necessary for life on Earth, because it holds the 

temperature from going down in the night, but human activities participated in the 

increase of the gases in the air what makes more heat, thus an increase in the heat of the 

Earth. 

b) Despite the fact that global warming is necessary to the continuum of life on Earth, 

because it prevents the temperature from becoming very low at night, but the humans 

activities associated in increasing the quantity of gases in atmosphere which lead to the 

increase of Earth temperature. 

Both translations prove the unawareness of dividing the sentence into two or more 

shorter ones in English. Despite its length in Arabic, it is translated in the same length in 

English. Besides, both translations exhibit that the informants are really influenced by their 

mother tongue‟ structure: they start the translations by “despite the fact that…, but…” like 

the Arabic version /wa ma
c
a ?anna…?illā ?anna…/ “…ِْغ أْ…اال أ ٚ”. These two 

translations show a negative transfer on the students‟ translation.  
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A speaker whose mother tongue is not Arabic finds it really difficult to extract what 

the sentence exactly means through these English translations because of its length, and 

word-for-word translation, the English version is completely destroyed. 

II.2.10 Sentence n° 10 

ٚ ِغ أْ اإلحزجبط اٌحشاسٞ ظشٚسٞ العزّشاس اٌح١بح ػٍٝ األسض ألٔٗ ٠ّٕغ دسجبد اٌحشاسح ِٓ اإلٔخفبض اٌىج١ش 

فٟ ا١ًٌٍ إال أْ إٌشبغ اإلٔغبٟٔ لذ عبُ٘ فٟ ص٠بدح و١ّخ اٌغبصاد إٌّجؼثخ فٟ اٌجٛ ِّب أدٜ إٌٝ احزجبط اٌّض٠ذ ِٓ 

 ح األسض.                                        اٌحشاسح ٚ ثبٌزبٌٟ ٠ؤدٞ إٌٝ اسرفبع رذس٠جٟ فٟ حشاس

          The carelessness of the subjects prevents them from producing good translations 

that deserve analysis. Two translations have been selected: 

a) Football is considered as an exemplar means in orienting the young because its 

techniques and also its progress, it is for all people it becomes a social fact that make 

people enthusiastic but sometimes it causes crisis. 

b) Football is considered as a perfect way to guide youth because it is the foremost sport in 

the world because of its development and it is the hand of all people. It became a social 

fact that gives people energy even if sometimes makes blind reactions. 

The subjects do not make any effort to produce better translations. They adapt the one-to-

one type of translation in which each word in Arabic has its dictionary direct equivalent. 

For example, /wasīlatun mithāliyatun/ “ٚع١ٍخ ِثب١ٌخ” is translated as “exemplar means” 

instead of “a good means”, and /?infi
c
 ālātun 

c
amyā?un/ “أفؼبالد ػ١ّبء” is rendered as 

“blind reactions”. Also, /fi mutanāwali al-jamī
c
i/ “فٟ ِزٕبٚي اٌج١ّغ” is translated as “it is in 

the hand of people”. This latter translation proves the informants‟ influence by their first 

language. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have dealt with how Algerian students translate long sentences 

in the Arabic-English direction. The analysis of students‟ translations has resulted in the 

use of different types of translation and, therefore, various mistranslations have been 

produced. Bound-free translation, literal translation of meaning, and one-to-one literal 

translation have been adapted. A dominant use of the word-for-word type of translation has 

been noticed throughout the analysis; that is what in fact, affects the exact meaning of the 

source language when converted into the target language. 
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General Conclusion 

 

In the present study, attempt has been made to investigate the ability of translating 

long sentences from Arabic into English by Algerian third year students in the department 

of English. 

The difference in origins between Arabic and English proves the difficulty of 

translation across these two languages. The situation necessitates a good knowledge and 

mastery of word order, sentence construction and both systems in general. 

Although different types of translation have been adopted by the subjects, the literal 

type seems to be the dominant one. This type has led them to produce bad translations of 

the Arabic sentences. Hence, the subjects‟ bad selection of the right type reflects their lack 

of knowledge of both languages (Arabic and English). In other words, through their 

translations of the Arabic sentences, the subjects need to practice more in order to have a 

good knowledge of both languages. In addition, the subjects show their influence by their 

mother tongue (Arabic) and to some extent by their second language (French). For 

example; the initiating coordinator “ٚ” in the Arabic sentence is rendered into the 

coordinator “and” in English. This really affects the meaning of the sentence and shows the 

influence of Arabic on the subjects. Furthermore, in the case of having long sentences in 

Arabic, the subjects translate them as a block of units. That is, without cutting them into 

shorter sentences. 

This study confirms that 3
rd

 year students of English (Applied languages) still have 

to work on long sentences in Arabic-English direction. 
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Appendix 

 

 رشجُ ِب ٠ٍٟ إٌٝ اإلٔج١ٍض٠خ :

أْ ٘ذا اٌزؼبْٚ اٌّزجبدي ال ٠زٛفش فٟ اٌّذ٠ٕخ إال فٟ ثؼط األح١بء اٌشؼج١خ راد اٌؽبثغ اٌش٠فٟ أٚ ٚ ِٓ اٌّؼشٚف  .1

ث١ٓ أعش ِحذٚدح أربحذ ٌٙب اٌظشٚف أْ رزؼبسف ِؼشفخ ٚث١مخ ثجغعٙب ٌفزشح ؼ٠ٍٛخ ِٓ اٌٛلذ أِب ف١ّب ػذا دٌه 

 سف فؼال.فبْ األعش فٟ اٌّذ٠ٕخ رىبد ال رزؼبسف ػٍٝ ج١شأٙب إْ ٌُ رىٓ ال رزؼب

 

       

ٌمذ رضا٠ذد ٘جشح اٌؼمٛي اٌؼشث١خ فٟ اٌؼمٛد األخ١شح ألعجبة وث١شح ِٕٙب ػذَ رٛفش اٌظشٚف اٌّبد٠خ ٚ اإلجزّبػ١خ  .2

اٌزٟ رؤِٓ ِغزٜٛ الئمب ِٓ اٌؼ١ش، ثبإلظبفخ إٌٝ ظؼف اإل٘زّبَ ثبٌجحث اٌؼٍّٟ، ٚ ػذَ ٚجٛد ِشاوض ٌٙذا اٌجحث 

 .اٌغ١بع١خ ٚ اإلجزّبػ١خ، ٚ ػذَ اإلعزمشاس اٌزٞ رؼبٟٔ ِٕٗ ألؽبس ػشث١خ ِخزٍفخثبٌمذس اٌىبفٟ ،إٌٝ جبٔت اٌّشبوً 

 

رمذس خغبسح اٌؼشة ثغجت ٘جشح اٌؼمٛي اٌؼشث١خ ع٠ٕٛب ثؤِٛاي ؼبئٍخ، ففٟ اٌٛلذ اٌزٞ )رذفغ ف١ٗ األٚظبع اٌؼ١ٍّخ  .3

رغؼٝ العزمؽبة ٘ذٖ  ٚ اإلجزّبػ١خ إٌٝ ٘جشح األدِغخ( اٌؼشث١خ، ٔجذ دٚي اٌغشة ٚ اٌٛال٠بد اٌّزحذح خصٛصب

األدِغخ ِٓ خالي رمذ٠ُ اإلغشاءاد اٌّبد٠خ، ٌىٟ رٛظفٙب فٟ خذِخ اٌجحث اٌؼٍّٟ ٚ اٌصٕبػٟ، فٟٙ رغؼٝ ثج١ّغ 

اٌٛعبئً ٌإلحزفبؾ ثبٌالِؼ١ٓ ِٓ اٌؼمٛي األجٕج١خ اٌّزخشجخ ِٓ جبِؼبرٙب، ٚ ِٕٙب ر١غ١ش اٌحصٛي ػٍٝ ثؽبلخ 

 اإللبِخ ٌٍّزخشج١ٓ فٟ اٌزم١ٕخ اٌؼب١ٌخ. 

 

رؼزجش اٌضساػخ اٌمبػذح األعبع١خ ٌٍجٕبء اإللزصبدٞ فٟٙ اٌزٟ رٛفش اٌحبجبد اإلعزٙالو١خ اٌغزائ١خ ٌألفشاد ٟٚ٘ اٌزٟ  .4

رّذ اٌصٕبػبد ثبٌجضء اٌغبٌت ِٓ اٌخذِبد اٌالصِخ ٌٙب، ٟٚ٘ فٛق وً ٘ذا ٚ دان رحذد حجُ ِؼبِالرٕب ِغ اٌؼبٌُ 

 اٌخبسجٟ.

                  

اٌحبعٛة إٌٝ ٔٛػ١ٓ ػش٠ع١ٓ، ثشِج١بد األٔظّخ ٚ ثشِج١بد اٌزؽج١مبد. أِب األٚي فبٔٗ  ٠ّىٓ أْ رمغُ ثشِج١بد .5

وث١شا ِب ٠شبس إ١ٌٗ ثبعُ األٔظّخ فحغت، ٚ ػٕذِب رذخً ٘ذٖ األٔظّخ فٟ اٌزاوشح اٌذاخ١ٍخ فئٔٙب رٛجٗ اٌحبعٛة 

اٌجٙبص اٌشئ١غٟ ِٓ اٌّصذس اٌزٞ  ٌٍم١بَ ثّٙبَ ِخزٍفخ ٚ أِب اٌثبٟٔ فبٔٗ ػبدح ِب ٠زُ اٌزضٚد ثٗ جٕجب إٌٝ جٕت ِغ

 ٠ضٚدٔب ثبألٔظّخ

   

ادْ وّب لبي اٌشئ١ظ اٌشاحً ٘ٛاسٞ ثِٛذ٠ٓ "األصِخ أصِخ سجبي" ، ِٚٓ أساد اٌمعبء ػٍٝ ٘ذٖ األصِخ ٚ اٌظفش  .6

ثخ١شح اٌشجبي ٌٛؼٕٗ فّب ػ١ٍٗ إال ثجٕبء شجبة ِحت ٌٛؼٕٗ، ِؼزض ثّبظ١ٗ، ػبًِ فٟ حبظشٖ، ِغزجصش 

 .اٌج١ّغ فٟ ٘ذا اٌٛؼٓ اٌحج١ت..ثّغزمجٍٗ، ِغزمجً 
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ِٕذ ال ٠مً ػٓ ثالثخ أالف عٕخ صحف اٌزٛاسق ػٍٝ اٌصحشاء اٌىجشٜ ٚ اعزٛؼٕٛ٘ب، ٌُ رىٓ صحشاء ا١ٌَٛ ٟ٘  .7

صحشاء األِظ، ٌمذ وبٔذ رزٛفش ػٍٝ ِٕبؼك وث١شح رىغٛ٘ب اٌخعش ٚ ٚفشح فٟ ا١ٌّبٖ ٚ اٌّشاػٟ، ٌىٓ ِغ رغ١ش 

 األساظٟ اٌخعشاء اٌشػ٠ٛخ ٚ حً ِحٍٙب اٌشِبي ٚ اٌصخٛس.إٌّبخ جفذ ِٕبؼك ا١ٌّبٖ ٚ صاٌذ 

 

لشسد اٌحىِٛخ إٔشبء ٌجٕخ رزٌٛٝ رفز١ش اٌجعبئغ اٌّزٍفخ أٚ راد اإللبِخ اٌّؽٌٛخ ػٍٝ ِغزٜٛ اٌّٛأئ اٌزجبس٠خ،  .8

ٚرٌه ثمصذ رؽ١ٙش اٌّٛأئ ٚاٌّغبحبد اٌّخصصخ ٌالعزمجبي اٌجعبئغ، ح١ث رغجت ظ١ك ٘ذٖ اٌّغبحبد، 

بئغ، ح١ث رغجت ظ١ك ٘ذٖ اٌّغبحبد، ِشاد ػذ٠ذح، فٟ خغبسح ثبٌّال١٠ش ٌٍّزؼب١ٍِٓ ٚ أح١بٔب حزٝ اعزمجبي اٌجع

 ٌٍخض٠ٕخ اٌؼ١ِّٛخ ثبٌٕغجخ ٌٍغٍغ ٚ اٌجعبئغ اٌزٟ ٠غزٛسد٘ب ٚعؽبء اٌذٌٚخ. 

 

 ػشفذ أٚسٚثب ِٕذ عٕٛاد ل١ٍٍخ، حغت اٌؼذ٠ذ ِٓ اٌّززجؼ١ٓ، رٕبِٟ ظب٘شح اٌؼٕصش٠خ ٚ اٌؼذاء ٌإلعالَ، ثً إْ .9

 اٌّغ١ٍّٓ ٠زؼشظْٛ ٌحّالد ِزٛاصٍخ ظذ د٠ُٕٙ، ٚ رمب١ٌذُ٘ ٚ ػبدارُٙ، ثذءا ثبٌحجبة إٌٝ اٌّآرْ ٚ اٌٍجبط.

      

ٚ ِغ أْ اإلحزجبط اٌحشاسٞ ظشٚسٞ العزّشاس اٌح١بح ػٍٝ األسض ألٔٗ ٠ّٕغ دسجبد اٌحشاسح ِٓ اإلٔخفبض  .10

١خ اٌغبصاد إٌّجؼثخ فٟ اٌجٛ ِّب أدٜ إٌٝ احزجبط اٌىج١ش فٟ ا١ًٌٍ إال أْ إٌشبغ اإلٔغبٟٔ لذ عبُ٘ فٟ ص٠بدح وّ

 اٌّض٠ذ ِٓ اٌحشاسح ٚ ثبٌزبٌٟ ٠ؤدٞ إٌٝ اسرفبع رذس٠جٟ فٟ حشاسح األسض.

                                         

ٚ ٚ رؼزجش وشح اٌمذَ ٚع١ٍخ ِثب١ٌخ ٌزٛج١ٗ اٌشجبة، ثبػزجبس٘ب اٌش٠بظخ اٌشؼج١خ األٌٚٝ فٟ اٌؼبٌُ ثغجت ف١ٕزٙب  .11

رؽٛس٘ب اٌجبسع، ٚ ألٔٙب فٟ ِزٕبٚي اٌج١ّغ، ٚ لذ أصجحذ ٚالؼب اجزّبػ١ب ٠جؼث حّبعخ إٌبط، ٚ إْ وبْ أح١بٔب 

 ٠ث١ش أفؼبالد ػ١ّبء. 

                                                                                                           

ّٙخ ٌزؽ٠ٛش ِجبي اٌشفب١٘خ ٌذٜ إٌبط، فجٛاعؽزٙب ٠ّىٓ ٌالػت، أْ ٠ززٚق أٌٛأب أٌؼبة اٌحبعٛة ٟ٘ ؼش٠مخ ِ .12

 .ِخزٍفخ ِٓ اٌشفب١٘خ، ٚ أْ ٠شؼش ثؤحبع١ظ ِخزٍفخ ٚ ِزٕٛػخ

 

إْ ٘زا اإلسرفبع اٌّٙٛي فٟ ػذد اٌغىبْ ع١ؤدٞ حزّب إٌٝ اخزفبء اٌغبثبد ٚ اٌّشاػٟ، ٚ رآوً اٌزشثخ ٚ أخفبض  .13

١بٖ اٌجٛف١خ، ٚ جفبف ا٢ثبس، ٚ ٠ؤدٞ رٌه ثذٚسٖ إٌٝ أخفبض اإلٔزبج اٌغزائٟ ٚ إٔزبج١خ األسض ٚ ِٕغٛة اٌّ

 دخً األفشاد، ٚ ٠فجش دٚسح حٍض١ٔٚخ ِزجٙخ إٌٝ األعفً فٟ ػ١ٍّخ ٔصفٙب ثبٌّص١ذح اٌغىب١ٔخ.

 

رمش٠ت إْ اٌزؽٛس اٌزٞ شٙذٖ لؽبع رىٌٕٛٛج١ب اإلرصبالد ػٍٝ اٌّغزٜٛ اٌؼبٌّٟ ٚ اٌّحٍٟ عبُ٘ ثشىً ِجبشش فٟ 14.

اٌّغبفبد ث١ٓ اٌذٚي ٚ اٌّجزّؼبد، وّب غ١ش اٌىث١ش ِٓ اٌّفب١ُ٘ ٚ اٌم١ُ اإلجزّبػ١خ ٚ اٌزشث٠ٛخ، ٚ أصجح اٌؼبٌُ لش٠خ 

صغ١شح، ح١ث ِىٓ ِٓ إ٠جبد ٚعبئً حذ٠ثخ ٚ عٍٙخ ٚ غ١ش ِىٍفخ فٟ اإلرصبي ثب٢خش٠ٓ اٌز٠ٓ ٠جؼذْٚ ػٕب ِئبد ثً 

 .آالف اٌى١ٍِٛزشاد

 


